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WHA theme based awareness event

2008 to 2017
WHA theme based awareness event
World Hepatitis Alliance appreciation
Video presentation on NOhep Bangladesh
Documentary on NOhep Bangladesh
Nohep armamentarium -

Sketch Poster (Since 1999)

Prevent Hep.B&C: Say NO to the followings
NOhep WHD 2016
NOhep Cricket
NOhep Television Program
NOhep Drive Bangladesh (July 10 - 21, 2017)
NOhep in Newspapers

- Daily Sun: NOhep Aims to Eliminate Viral Hepatitis by 2030
- The Daily Star: Eliminate hepatitis
- কালের কথ্য: প্রাপ্তবয়স্ক ভার্সাল হেপাটাইটিস তার নয়
NOhep Roller Skate Rally (WHD 2017)
NOhep: Rohingya Refugees (Oct. 21, 2017)
Summary

Nohep is an appropriate voice to pass clear message. Nohep commands the urge for ELIMINATION of viral hepatitis. Delighted to see every WHA member is actively participating. NLFB came up with different ideas to execute Nohep. Nation wide Nohep drive is our key campaign at grass root level.

Hope…. Together we shall ELIMINATE viral hepatitis by 2030.